Abstract-In this paper, an enhanced SDP-Dynamic bloom filters for a DDS node discovery scheme in real-time distributed systems is proposed. Since the previous works of the DDS focuses more on the usage of a Simple Discovery Protocol (SDP) for endpoint to endpoint information communication of industrialscale networks, attempts have now been made to enhance this approach into the Simple Discovery Protocol Dynamic Bloom Filters (SDP-Dynamic Bloom) focusing more on scalability in the amount of sent and stored message packets in the industrial network system. Simulation result show that the proposed scheme viciously reduces the overall computing and processing time of both stable and unstable industrial network environment which arises during the restructuring process of the existing SDP bloom filters approach.
I. INTRODUCTION
The importance of real-time systems in industrial applications can no-longer be overlooked. Recently, there have been quite a number of intensive studies in the real-time systems and application [1] . Data Distribution Service (DDS) [2] is a network middleware for real-time data distribution, defined by the Object Management Group to standardize the real-time publish-subscribe communication model. DDS have been used in real-world systems integration, such as combat management systems, tracking and management applications, air-traffic control systems, and in industrial controls [3] .
Normally, a discovery protocol is required for communication in a DDS, allowing the publisher and subscriber to discover each other and eventually obtain information such as domain Identity(ID) and many more. Hence, a basic DDS implementation must provide at least the Simple Discovery Protocol (SDP) to enable interoperability.
Several methods have been proposed to improve SDP scalability. Previous study [4] has proposed the idea of an adaptive SDP for dynamic large-scale network systems and described the Quality of Service (QoS) supported by DDS. Their works considered the challenges of applying DDS in large-scale distributed 35 applications. A method to improve SDP is also presented by Kyoungho et al. [5] , which proposed Content Filtering Discovery Protocol (CFDP). Their method aims to enhance SDP for large-scale systems by providing a content filtering mechanism based on topic names and endpoint types matching. To the best of our knowledge, a modified SDP-Dynamic bloom filters for an industrial-scale DDS node discovery scheme with major focuses on network latency has not been reported in this literature. Thus, our main contribution in this paper includes:
• Improving SDP by having each DDS participant send summary information with Dynamic Bloom Filters.
• Improving SDP scalability in unstable network environments by eliminating 55 unnecessary calculations to re-structure bloom filters when endpoint addition or deletion operations occur. Hence, an enhanced SDP-Dynamic Bloom filters is made simpler with more realistic prediction and implementation.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION

A. Data Distribution Service
DDS provides the communications service needed to distribute time-critical data between embedded devices or nodes. DDS uses the publish-subscribe communications model to make efficient and robust data distribution. Fig. 1 above shows that in order for data published by the data writer to be received by the subscribing data reader, both the data reader, and the data writer must have the same topic.
B. Simple Discovery Protocol
Node discovery in DDS is implemented by using built-in data writers and data readers [6] . Javier et al. [7] proposed a combination of SDP with bloom filters for DDS discovery process (SDP-Bloom). However, their work did not consider the endpoint deletion 45 scenario. It is not applicable for real DDS applications where the number of endpoints frequently changes. Fig. 2 shows an SDP flow diagram. Each domain participant has automatically created built-in data readers and data writers for discovery purposes.
C. Bloom Filters
In as much as bloom filters are widely used, they often have to be rebuilt from scratch each time an element removal operation is done in order to prevent a false negative error. When large-scale distributed systems are considered, these limitations become critical, since reconstruction of bloom filters becomes inefficient and this could in-turn cause potential disruption of the system. The main idea is to use k hash functions, hi(x), 1 ≤ i ≤k, to map item x ∈ S to numbers in the range 1, ..., m. An element x∈ S is inserted into the filters by changing the bit values of hi(x) to one. If the bit value of hi(y) is one, y is assumed a member of S. It becomes a member if any bit value of hi(y) is zero.
In the first initialization, all bit values in the filters are set to zero. Fig. 3 presents an overview of a 16-bit Bloom filter. Three elements x, y, and z are inserted into the Bloom filter. Each of the elements is hashed using a k = 3 hash function to bit positions in the filters. Corresponding bits are set to one according to the hash function result. The membership test operation is performed to determine element existence in the filters. The false positive error probability of bloom filter computing time in the scenario where the endpoint to partici pant ratio is large, resulting in lower network latency time. Fig. 4 provides dynamic filter size adjustment [9] . DBF consists of s standard bloom filter of m size. DBF allows dynamic filter growth by adjusting the number of bloom filters. Only one bloom filter in the DBF can be active at a time, it is called the active bloom filter. The number of elements inserted into each bloom filter in a DBF, denoted by nr, is tracked. Inspired by works on [10] , the filter is implemented using a 4-bit counter instead of a single bit to prevents information loss from element deletion if one or more keys are deleted. A false positive error could happen on a DBF because there is a possibility of that all counters h(x) in any standard bloom filter have been set to a non-zero value by elements of S [9] . False positive error probability of DBF can be calculated with the same method as standard bloom filters according to Equation (1) , if the cardinality of S is not greater than the The probability of a false positive error on a DBF when there is no element deletion operation performed is as follows,
III. SDP-DYNAMIC BLOOM F ILT E R
One distinction between SDP-Dynamic bloom and SDPBloom is when an endpoint deletion event occurs in SDPDynamic bloom, the filters immediately delete the endpoint information, while in SDP-Bloom the filters need to be reconstruct from scratch. SDP-Dynamic bloom can save significant
After element deletion, let x represent one of the first s − 1 during the element insertion process, the false positive error is calculated as follows, when the receiver is successfully communicating with chosen participant. Fig. 6 visualizes the proposed SDP-Dynamic bloom scheme. If an endpoint wants to leave the network, it sends a delete/exit message to the participants in the same domain. Participants delete the endpoint from the DBF using Algorithm II and multi-cast the data to all other participants.
Algorithm I: MembershipTest (x) Require: x =null 1: for j = 1 to s do 2: counter ← 0 3:
for j = 1 to k do 4: if Removing an element requires finding the bloom filters claiming that the element is present. If only one element is DBF m,k,c,n found, the k counters are decremented by one. If more than one element is found, the element bits are not decremented
On the other hand, if element x is represented by the sth standard bloom filters during the element insertion process, which means that there is at least one of s -1 standard bloom filters, this will result in an incorrect membership report for x. The false positive error probability of this event is calculated using Equation (4). to prevent false negative error.
Algorithm II: Deletion of ( x) Delete (x) Require: x = null 1: index ← null 2: counter ← 0 3: for i = 1 to s do 4: if
index ← i 6: counter ← counter + 1 Fig. 5 describes the proposed SDP-Dynamic bloom scheme flow diagram. In the first initialization of DDS each participant builds the DBF. The membership test operation is performed using Algorithm I. DBF iterates through its DBF until the bloom filters that contains the matched remote endpoints are discovered. If a matching key is found, then the next step is to check whether the received data is trying to publish or subscribe information. If the result is negative, then a false positive occurs. The connection is established 7: end if 8: if counter > 1 then for i = 1 to k do 14: (stable situation without endpoints joins/leaves) and 1.0/1.0 (one endpoints join/leave per second). Average latency is calculated once the simulation is over. Fig. 7 shows that SDPDynamic bloom performs better than SDP-Bloom in terms of hash function iteration effect on filter construction. The Proposed scheme was successfully combined with the existing SDP scheme to produce an efficient node discovery scheme. The critical difference between SDP-Bloom and SDPDynamic bloom is that the latter does not need to rebuild the DBF from scratch. The improvements were considerable in scenarios with large numbers of endpoints per participants. SDP-Dynamic bloom did not suffer from increased network delay and latency caused by filter reconstruction with an increased endpoints churn rate, while SDP-Bloom did.
Finally, potential practical integration issues shall be the hall-mark of focus in subsequent future researches. 
